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Last meeting: Dr Lyn Smith gave us a fascinating
talk on the ‘Moons of our Solar System’, documented
with some stunning pictures.  So many moons, so little
time! This was followed by a very enthusiastic talk by
Allan McIntyre. He should be a motivational speaker!

This month’s meeting: "Dr. Alex McKinnon wll
give us a talk on ‘The Edge of the Solar System’. He
coordinates and teaches courses for the public in
Astronomy, Physics and Computing at the University of
Glasgow. His research interests are  physics of solar
flares; solar radio, X- and gamma-ray production;
astrophysical particle acceleration, and much more.

Plus: The beautiful picture of Jupiter below was taken
by one of the Voyager crafts on a flyby. They are
currently in the Heliosheath, and not quite yet in
interstellar space despite reports to the contrary last
month.
The end of April will be the best time to see Saturn; get
those telescopes out, it’s quite something to see it with
your own eyes! Catch Mercury in the early evening sky
in last week of May.
And finally, NASA has announced that  they will send
astronauts on an asteroid sampling mission probably
as soon as 2021, and this will eventually be followed by
a manned mission to Mars….finally!

We are looking for volunteers to stand for nomination
for the new committee. Please note that all members of
the society are eligible to stand for nomination regard-
less of how long they have held their membership, and
also regardless of whether they have previously sat on
the committee. Ordinary committee memberships are
not a great undertaking and only require members to
attend 4 meetings a year.

There’s still time to put your name forward for a posi-
tion. You can stand against any other member already
standing. Elections will take place during our AGM
meeting on 20th May.

Committee Posts and Candidates (so far), 2013/2014

President  Graham Longbottom
Vice President  Roger Harman
Treasurer  Derrick Oldfield
Secretary   Angela Gribbin
Instruments Officer  Nick Martin
Newsletter Editor Stephanie Warren
Ordinary Member Dave Cossar
Ordinary Member Paul Cameron
Ordinary Member Alex Baillie
Ordinary Member Robin Scott
Ordinary Member David Weston

Committee Election:

Credit: NASA
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Greetings and hallucinations to all my reader.
The Ayrastro meeting of the 25 February had copies of
the FAS Newsletter going about, and yes I took a one.
Great, as a notice for the annual BAA Deep Sky Meeting
being held in March at Shurdington near Cheltenham,
and hosted by the Cotswold Astro Soc., was advertised
A beautiful part of the country and just before the Gold
Cup. It was all that was needed to get down there for
what promised to be a good time. Not to mention a
chance to see my daughter again, who wondered at the
wisdom of holding an Astro meeting during the day
rather that at night when the speaker could just point
up to the heavens and say, “look, that one there.”

Plans made, navsat set, off I went to a neat community
centre in a small village   straight off a cover of the
“Horse and Hounds.” The meeting was an all day affair
with the program covering a number of topics and items
of interest. Starting early in the morning with a welcome
cup of tea and stalls selling “stuff” for the societies
represented. Attending were 65 guests. Men, women
but no others.

Leading the event were more doctors than you find in
an NHS hospital. With the floors, tables and shirt fronts
covered in biscuit crumbs and spilt drinks the meeting
got underway with the opening addresses, introductions
and a review of events since the last meeting.

Then the main topics got underway starting with Nick
Hewitt and “Dark Nebulae.” I do not know about you,
this was fascinating. Viewing images showing dark parts
of the sky such as the “Coal Sack” in the Southern Cross
where stars are yet to be born from the gas and dust
collecting in balls with the help of gravity. William
Herschal’s `Hole in the Heavens` in Ophiuchus.
Rounding up with a brief venture into the work of
Edward Emmerson Barnard, his book of his work at the
Lick Observatory with Comets and Dark Nebulae. Nick
suggested that Dark Nebulae was an ideal area in
astronomy that is ripe for the amateur to study.

Next was “Imaging of the skies” with Paul Curtis. Using
modified DSLR’s, and how to modify them, if your brave
enough to hatchet an expensive boy toy, and astrocams
whether colour, B/W or 3 filter B/W to get colour. Also
the difference between the two cameras in pixel size
with DSLR’s, having a pixel size approx 3 microns
smaller than astrocam chips. The colours they
reproduce with examples shown on screen. The use of
various filters and filter wheels as well as something
called a “0.03” (?) filter was demonstrated with before
and after photos. Paul gave tips on how to keep the
camera chip cool using copper heat sinks and fans.
This was fascinating as it is something that I wish to do
when more proficient with the ‘scope.
Gary Poyner spoke of the RR Tau and Nebula project
which was more for the variable star group of the BAA.

This is another area where the amateur can excel by
measuring the variance of variable stars.

A buffet lunch was next on the agenda. Plentiful, mostly
home made, all washed down with a pint or two from a
barrel provided. Vitals fit for a hungry astroviewer.

The next item was the cream on the cake. Eddie
Carpenter, showed a series of astronomical glass slides
all over 100 years old, on a home built projector
collecting the same from skips junk shops and house
clearances. Nothing wasted. The hit of the show was a
slide of the “Crab Nebula” next to a recent image, what
a stunning change in the night sky. If only it were
possible to live long enough to witness such grand
transformations. Having witnessed and recorded the
super nova, what would the ancient Chinese think if they
could only see the modern images now.

Next was Martin Lewis, not the money saving guy,
another one, with some of sketches of the night sky and
some tips on how they were drawn using `off centre`
viewing. The main aspect of this presentation was how
the eye works and reacts in the dark and in red light.
Sorry, drawing is not my bag, having difficulty in drawing
match stick figures. Too complicated.

A short break for yet more vitals followed by Phil
Marshall on Cosmic Telescopes. These are telescopes
on a galactic scale. This was the third highlight of the
day. Viewing images of various parts of the night sky
looking galaxies by the use of gravitational lensing, next
finding the number of copies of the same galaxy caused
by the gravitation. Then, using computers how the mass
of that galaxy is measured. An explanation of Einstein’s
Ring with accompanying photos then brought us to the
closing round up with Stewart Moore.

As is usual with such meetings, you find out more little
bits and pieces talking to folk
in the break times than in
the talks. To view the old
slides on the net I am
assured that the site is
www.skyinspector.co.uk. I
have not sought this out so
do not shout at me, even
that my hearing is on the
wane. This was a trip and
experience, not forgetting
the accompanying holiday,
was one not to forget and
here is to the next one.

David B Weston,
AKA The Captain.

David’s BAA News Item

Sketch by Martin Lewis
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The Universe is truly an awesome place. Would you
like to learn a little more about it? Then come aboard
the starship 'Inquisitive' and we will embark on a voy-
age of discovery.

For thousands of years people have marvelled at the
starry heavens. On a clear night the beautiful stars
hang like jewels against the darkness of space. A
moonlit night bathes the earth with a beauty all its own.
Those who think about that they see often wonder just
what is out there in space. How is it organised? Can we
ever find out how it all got started? Answers to these
questions would no doubt help determine more accu-
rately why the earth with its human and other life forms
came to be and what the future may hold.

Many centuries ago, it was thought that the universe
was made up of a few thousand stars that could be
seen with the unaided eye, but now, with powerful
instruments that scan the heavens, scientists know the
there is much, much more. In fact what has now been
observed is far more awesome than anyone had ever
imagined. The human mind is staggered by the immen-
sity and complexity of it all, what man is now learning
about the universe has left him stunned.

In recent centuries astronomers who scanned the
skies with early telescopes noticed some fuzzy cloud-
like formations. They assumed that these were nearby
clouds of gases, but in the 1920's, as larger, more
powerful telescopes came into use, these 'gases' were
found to be something  far more immense and signifi-

cant: galaxies. As we all know a galaxy is a vast group
of stars, gas and other material rotating around a
central nucleus. Galaxies have been called 'island
universes' for each one of them is in itself like a uni-
verse. For example, consider the galaxy we live in. The
Milky Way, our star system, that is the Sun and the
earth and other planets with their moons is part of this
galaxy, but it is a very, very, tiny part, for our galaxy
contains over 100 billion stars and one science editor
even stated that there could be as many as 10 trillion
in our galaxy. The diameter of our galaxy is so vast a
distance that if you could travel as fast as the speed of
light - 186,000 mps - it would take you 100 000 years
to cross it!!

The average distance between starts within the galaxy
is said to be about 6 light years or about 36 trillion
miles, and yet, our galaxy is just the beginning of what
is in outer space! So many galaxies have now been
detected that is has been said they 'are as common as
blades of grass in a meadow'. About 10 billion are in
the observable universe but there are many, many
more beyond the range of today's telescopes. Some
astronomers estimate that there are a 100 billion galax-
ies in the universe and each one may contain hundred
of millions of stars!! It's almost impossible for the hu-
man mind to comprehend such vast size and distanc-
es, so before our brains go into melt-down, starship
'Inquisitive' is moving into a parking orbit, but we will
resume our voyage of discovery next month.

Alex Baillie

Our Awesome Universe

The McIntyre Challenge

It's now official: three people have completed the McIntyre challenge. Allan will be in charge of providing
the biscuit of quality, and Paul will be giving out the certificates. Allan has completed the challenge, so
I don't know how it is going to work out biscuit wise. Will he share? If you too have completed the
challenge, please let us know and claim that mysterious biscuit! We will soon be moving to the summer
challenge but don’t worry, you will get the opportunity to do a Spring challenge again next year! If you
want advice and help finishing your list, you can get in touch with Paul or Allan on our Facebook page
or at our next meeting.
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The mission objective of the Voyager Interstellar
Mission (VIM) is to extend the NASA exploration of the
solar system beyond the neighbourhood of the outer
planets to the outer limits of the Sun's sphere of
influence, and possibly beyond. This extended mission
is continuing to characterize the outer solar system
environment and search for the heliopause boundary,
the outer limits of the Sun's magnetic field and outward
flow of the solar wind.

The VIM is an extension of the Voyager primary mission
that was completed in 1989 with the close flyby of
Neptune by the Voyager 2 spacecraft. Voyager 1
completed its planned close flybys of the Jupiter and
Saturn planetary systems while Voyager 2, in addition
to its own close flybys of Jupiter and Saturn, completed
close flybys of the
remaining two gas
giants, Uranus and
Neptune.

It is appropriate
to consider the
VIM as three
distinct phases:
the termination
s h o c k ,
h e l i o s h e a t h
exploration, and
i n t e r s t e l l a r
e x p l o r a t i o n
phases. The two
V o y a g e r
s p a c e c r a f t s
began the VIM
operating, and are
still operating, in an
environment controlled by the
Sun's magnetic field with the plasma particles being
dominated by those contained in the expanding
supersonic solar wind. This is the characteristic
environment of the termination shock phase. At some
distance from the Sun, the supersonic solar wind will
be held back from further expansion by the interstellar
wind. The first feature encountered by a spacecraft as
a result of this interstellar wind/solar wind interaction
was be the termination shock where the solar wind
slows from supersonic to subsonic speed and large
changes in plasma flow direction and magnetic field
orientation occur.

Voyager 1 is escaping the solar system at a speed of
about 3.6 AU per year, 35 degrees out of the ecliptic
plane to the north, in the general direction of the Solar
Apex (the direction of the Sun's motion relative to
nearby stars). Voyager 2 is also escaping the solar

system at a speed of about 3.3 AU per year, 48 degrees
out of the ecliptic plane to the south.

Passage through the termination shock ended the
termination shock phase and began the heliosheath
exploration phase. Voyager 1 crossed the termination
shock at 94 AU in December 2004 and Voyager 2
crossed at 84 AU in August 2007. Since passage
through the termination shock, the spacecraft has been
operating in the heliosheath environment which is still
dominated by the Sun's magnetic field and particles
contained in the solar wind. The heliosheath exploration
phase ends with passage through the heliopause which
is the outer extent of the Sun's magnetic field and solar
wind. The thickness of the heliosheath is uncertain and
could be tens of AU thick taking several years to

traverse. Passage
through the

h e l i o p a u s e
begins the
i n t e r s t e l l a r
e x p l o r a t i o n
phase with the
s p a c e c r a f t
operating in an
interstellar wind
d o m i n a t e d
environment.
This interstellar
exploration is
the ultimate
goal of the
V o y a g e r
I n t e r s t e l l a r

Mission. The
heliopause has

never been reached by
any spacecraft; the Voyagers may be the first to pass
through this region, which is thought to exist somewhere
from 8 to 14 billion miles from the Sun. This is where
the million-mile-per-hour solar winds slows to about
250,000 miles per hour. The Voyagers have enough
electrical power and thruster fuel to operate at least until
2020.

Eventually, the Voyagers will pass other stars. In about
40,000 years, Voyager 1 will drift within 1.6 light years
(9.3 trillion miles) of AC+79 3888, a star in the
constellation of Camelopardalis. In some 296,000
years, Voyager 2 will pass 4.3 light years (25 trillion
miles) from Sirius, the brightest star in the sky . The
Voyagers are destined—perhaps eternally—to wander
the Milky Way.

Article summarised from:
http://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/interstellar.html

Voyager 1 and 2
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Ayrshire Astronomical Members Equipment and Top Tips
Here is my Skywatcher 90mm refractor. It was
described in sky at night magazine as an excellent
starter scope and I would agree with that. It came with
an EQ2 mount and reasonable tripod although I now
have it mounted on a more robust EQ4 mount and
tripod kindly given to me by another member (thanks
Paul). The information online led me to believe that this
scope would only be good for looking at planets, the
moon and double stars but by adding a red dot finder,
buying a star hopping book called "Turn left at Orion"
and taking a bit of advice from other keen members I
have seen loads of objects from galaxies to nebulae.
At the time I bought this scope I couldn't justify
spending any more money than the £145.00 it cost but
I am having great fun with it and although I might
upgrade to a bigger scope in time, for the next few
years I am more than happy to learn the sky with my
little refractor. To view this scope as it is sold visit:
http:/www.photographic.com/buy-sky-watcher-evostar-
90-eq-2-refractor-telescope/p1058.

Skywatcher 90mm Refractor

When my son and I first became interested in
astronomy he desperately wanted a telescope. So he
bought this national geographic 50mm refractor from
Argos for about £35.00 of his own hard saved pocket
money. Big mistake. It comes on a table top tripod with
no means to finely adjust the direction it is pointing. We
spent more time trying to point it at the subject than we
ever did looking at anything. It was very disappointing
and the scope was soon pushed to the back of the toy
cupboard. If you have very little money to spend on
astronomy then don't. Simply join the society and come
along to an observing night and you will be able to look
through some fantastic scopes free of charge. If you
are still tempted to spend money on astronomy but
have less than £100.00 then buy a good set of
binoculars. You will see far more through them than
any scope of that price. We resurrected my son's scope
after I upgraded my mount and now have it attached
to an EQ2 mount and tripod and also fitted a red dot
finder to it. Now when we are out observing he likes to
try and find objects himself and is really enjoying
astronomy.

Argos 50mm Refractor

Allan McIntyre
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 Programme of main speakers for 2012/2013 Club Meeting Nights
10th September “Transits of Venus” Mrs Margaret Morris

22nd October “Bob & Dave's Most Excellent              Bob and Dave
                                  Adventure: The Final Cut”

26th November "Exploring the Dark Side of the Universe”      Prof. Martin A. Hendry

17th December Christmas Dinner

28th January “Asteroids Resources and Exploitation” Dr. Joan Pau Sanchez
  Cuartilles

25th February          “Which Way is Up?”          Bob Bower

25th March "Moons" Dr. Lyn Smith

22nd April "The Edge of the Solar System" Dr. Alex McKinnon

20th May AGM and social evening

I wish to remind everyone that your articles and/or photos are always welcome. Feel free to send them to me to
be published in the newsletter at astrostef@yahoo.com.

See you all on Monday night, Stéphanie

This amazingly beautiful image of
Neptune and Triton was taken by
Voyager 2 in 1989. Another great
contribution from the Voyager craft.

Image credit: NASA


